The canonical acetabular joint surface (pink) shown over a canonical proximal femur. This representation is also supplied as rotating 3D visualisation (canonicals_slow.gif). Figure S2 KL grade and minimum 2D JSW distributions for each THR case and all control hips. KL grade 0 1 2 3 4 THR cases 15 (19.2) 13 (16.7) 15 (19.2) 28 (35.9) 7 (9.0) All controls 144 (77.9) 23 (12.4) 14 (7.6) 4 (2.2) 0 (0.0) Table S1 KL grade for each THR case and all control hips (percentage).
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Figure S1
The canonical acetabular joint surface (pink) shown over a canonical proximal femur. This representation is also supplied as rotating 3D visualisation (canonicals_slow.gif). Table S1 KL grade for each THR case and all control hips (percentage).
Figure S3
Proportional and cumulative proportional contributions of shape modes to overall shape in the SSM. Randomised coefficient data rerun through PCA analysis gives an idea of background noise (plotted in red). The first 16 shape modes were greater than the noise threshold, while 7 shape modes accounted for up to 90% of overall shape variation. 
